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A new unitary sum rule for Kg-KL decay is derived by use of a phenomenological S matrix.

The unitary sum rule derived by Bell and Stein-
berger' has played an important role in the anal-
ysis of CP violation in the neutral K system. The
sum rule is

-~(M '-M )(z ~sc )

=g (PieiSC )*(P[eiff ),

where M& and ML are the complex masses cor-
responding to the short- and long-lived particles
and the summation is over all possible final
states. Let us suppose the mass differences
were large compared with the sum of the widths.
The sum rule states that the orthogonality ex-
pressed in terms of Ko and 170 (or the orthogonal-
ity of the decaying states with the energy vari-
able suppressed) must be small. It is difficult to
see why such a strong restriction on the decaying
states is imposed if the masses differ by more
than the sum of their widths.

In any event, the present authors thought it
should be possible to derive a sum rule that re-
sults from unitarity by considering a phenomeno-
logical S matrix which has ES and KL as reso-
nant states. Indeed it is possible but not with (1)
as a result.

In a multichannel process in which the scatter-
ing is dominated by a single isolated resonance

the approximate expression for the T matrix is

T= -,'rPg(M-E),

where M is the complex mass of the resonance
and P is a one-dimensional projection operator,
i.e., P=44+, with(4, 4)=1. For such a T, 8
= 1+2iT. For two resonances characterized by

PL ML and PS MS one cannot in general define

L I. VST- +-
M -E M -E '

L S
(2)

for the resulting S matrix would not be unitary
unless PQI = 0.

However, the E-matrix formalism does permit
a handling of overlapping, nonorthogonal reso-
nances. If we define K such that

T= K(l iK)-

L IE= +
m -E m -E '

S L

One then obtains for T

then, for K Hermitian, the resulting S matrix is
unitary. For isolated resonances we have

—,'rP —,'rP
m E' -(m-2iI')-E '

For two overlapping resonances one can write

—I' (M E)P + I' (M--E)P +—(t /4) rI' '(P P +PP )

(M -E)(M -E)+(i@4)r r ~q~'

where

q=(C, ), M =m --,'fr, andM =m --,'ir .s s ' s

It has a two-pole structure and reduces to (2) if P,P, =O. If one assumes that the overlap y is small,

LL SS LS LS SL—,'I P —,'I P i I' r (P P +P P )

M EM E4 (M-E)(M-E)--
L S L 5
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The residue matrix of the pole at E = MS is

S 2 SS 4 M-M
L S

and similarly at E =ML'.

err (p p+pp)
L 2 L L 4 M-M

S L

The transition amplitude of 41 to a state l n) is

(n[H[4 )-=(n[(2B /r "'}[4 ),

and of Cg to a state l n) is

(&laic )-=(&l(2B yr }[e ).

This sum rule differs considerably from (I). It
states, for instance, that the overlap can ap-
proach unity if 5m» IS. This statement still ob-
tains if one keeps all orders of y in (7). Thus
there appears to be no restriction once the mass
difference is large compared with the widths.

There is a further restriction on PS and PL,
that is on l @g) and l 41.), if one wants to interpret
KL and ES resonant states as linear combina-
tions of K, and K„ the states of definite CP.
Then [4~) and [O'I) must be linear combinations
of two states l 4,) and l 4,), where

l @,) and l 4,)
have definite CP properties. This further as-
sumption does not change the sum-rule result.

=g (n[e[c )*(n[e[c ), (7)

where 5m = mf -m~. In (7) only terms linear in

g are retained and I'L was ignored compared
with I'S.

From these relations it is easy to derive the fol-
lowing sum rule:
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A Veneziano model for the odd-normality (7t) contributions to 7tp double-charge-ex-
change scattering is found. In the model, the leading trajectory is not parity doubled
and its residues satisfy the factorization condition. An argument is given for the exis-
tence of high-mass exotic resonances.

We have investigated some of the problems
which occur when one attempts to construct a
model like Veneziano's' for scattering ampli-
tudes in which more than one of the particles has
spin. The new features are the possibility of par-
ity doubling and the question of factorization of
the residues (nondegeneracy) along the Regge tra-
jectory. As an example, we have studied n p dou-
ble-charge-exchange scattering, n++ p —v +p+.
Resonances occur only in the s and u channels,
which are identical, and we are freed from the
complications of dealing with channels which
communicate with the p or the vacuum.

Let the pion momenta be P and P', the p mo-
menta be q and q', and the final polarization vec-
tors be z and e', with e q = e'q' = 0. The primes
refer to the final state. The scattering amplitude
is e'veI"T», and T» can be expanded in terms
of four scalar invariant amplitudes:

T =A(s, u}P P +B(s,u)[P q +q 'P ]pv p v p, v p, v

+C(s, u)q q '+D(s, u}g, (1)
PV

where P = 2(P+P'}. Under exchange of s and u,
A, C, and D are even and 8 is odd.

It is convenient to use the familiar "parity-con-
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